One of the most famous problems in mathematics is the Riemann hypothesis: that the non-trivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function lie on a line in the complex plane. One way to prove the hypothesis would be to identify the zeros as eigenvalues of a Hermitian operator, many of whose properties can be derived through the analogy to quantum chaos. Using this, we construct a set of quantum graphs that have the same oscillating part of the density of states as the Riemann zeros, offering an explanation of the overall minus sign. The smooth part is completely different, and hence also the spectrum, but the graphs pick out the low-lying zeros. The Riemann zeta function ζ(s) encodes the distribution of the prime numbers and therefore plays a central role in number theory. It is the analytic continuation of the infinite sum over integers ∞ n=1 n −s to Re s ≤ 1. In fact its zeros can be used to obtain the prime counting function with Heaviside steps at each prime. The famous Riemann hypothesis states that all the zeros, aside from the trivial zeros at the negative even numbers, lie on a critical line with real part 1/2. Writing the nontrivial zeros, which come in complex conjugate pairs, as s n = 1/2 ± it n , the t n would all be real if the Riemann hypothesis is true. Proving the hypothesis remains one of the outstanding problems in mathematics, and would also prove the many propositions based on it.
The Riemann zeta function ζ(s) encodes the distribution of the prime numbers and therefore plays a central role in number theory. It is the analytic continuation of the infinite sum over integers ∞ n=1 n −s to Re s ≤ 1. In fact its zeros can be used to obtain the prime counting function with Heaviside steps at each prime. The famous Riemann hypothesis states that all the zeros, aside from the trivial zeros at the negative even numbers, lie on a critical line with real part 1/2. Writing the nontrivial zeros, which come in complex conjugate pairs, as s n = 1/2 ± it n , the t n would all be real if the Riemann hypothesis is true. Proving the hypothesis remains one of the outstanding problems in mathematics, and would also prove the many propositions based on it.
Despite its number-theoretical background, the Riemann zeta function appears in the study of a range of different physical systems [1] including recently the freezing transition in random energy landscapes [2, 3] . In a connection dating to Montgomery [4] and Dyson, the zeros are particularly strongly related to the eigenvalues of random matrices from the Gaussian unitary ensemble. Along with numerical evidence that they share the same statistics [5] , random matrices have also been used to obtain conjectures about the moments of ζ(s) [6] .
Already Hilbert and Pólya recognized (as discussed in [4] ) that if the t n could be identified as the eigenvalues of a Hermitian operator, they would necessarily be real and the hypothesis proved. This has triggered the search for a quantum system described by such a Hermitian Hamiltonian. Moreover, the fact that the spectra of quantum systems with chaotic classical counterparts obey random matrix statistics [7] , like the Riemann zeros, suggests seeking an appropriate quantum chaotic system. Further hints [8] about the nature of such a system derive from an analogy starting from the density of states. Placing a delta function at each zero along the critical line, the density of states d(t) = ∞ n=1 δ(t−t n ) =d(t)+d osc (t) can be considered as consisting of two parts: a smooth average backgroundd(t) overlaid with an oscillating part d osc (t). For the zeros of the Riemann zeta function the smooth part (see e.g. [8] )
is logarithmically increasing while the oscillating part has the divergent expression [8, 9] 
involving a sum over all primes p and their 'repetitions' m. One can enforce convergence by smoothing with a Gaussian of width , washing out terms with m ln(p) 2π. Plotting the smoothed sum of the remaining primes in Fig. 1 we see peaks exactly at the Riemann zeta zeros along with the overall divergence at t = 0. As t increases, the zeros come closer according to (1) , so with fixed we eventually stop being able to resolve them. The mean part of the density of states can also be seen in Fig. 1 peaks to the axis. See the Appendix for the density in the complex plane. The formula in (2) is remarkably similar to Gutzwiller's trace formula [10] for the oscillating part of the density of energy states of chaotic quantum systems
(3) The sum is over the classical primitive periodic orbits γ of the system and their repetitions m. Each orbit has period T γ , stability amplitude A γ , reduced action S γ and Maslov index µ γ . The close correspondence between (3) and (2) becomes evident if we associate primes p in (2) with primitive periodic orbits γ in (3).
For a quantum chaotic system to match the Riemann zeta function, a wide range of properties can be deduced from this analogy including that the dynamics should be quasi one dimensional and without time reversal symmetry [8] . Berry and Keating realized that many of the properties are satisfied by the simple Hamiltonian H = xp, except that the motion is unbounded [8] . With a truncation near the origin, the semiclassical mean density of states is also the same as (1) but the problem was in finding boundary conditions to give a Hermitian operator with real eigenvalues. Various related operators have since been obtained which keep the same mean part of the density of states as the Riemann zeros [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However these extensions still miss two of the trickiest properties that the quantum system should have and their spectra do not match the Riemann zeros.
A closer comparison of (3) to (2) highlights these two properties. Namely that the periodic orbits should (i) have primitive lengths ln(p) corresponding to all primes p and (ii) all have a Maslov phase of π to obtain the minus sign in (2) . The Maslov phase is the term mπµ γ /2 in (3) so the second requirement cannot hold for all m. Overcoming this contradiction is the aim of this paper.
To enforce that the periodic orbits only have particular lengths of ln(p) we turn to quantum graphs where the Schrödinger equation acts on the bonds of a network. Quantum graphs arise as simplified models in a range of physical applications [16] , providing for example the spectra and dispersion relations of carbon nanostructures like graphene [17] , and fittingly are used to capture the essence of the quantum behavior of chaotic systems [18, 19] . The bonds are one dimensional so we directly satisfy one of the properties needed while we later tune the lengths and connections between the bonds to obtain the two requirements listed above. Focusing on the oscillating part of the density of states, we then construct infinite graphs which match (2) . Since the zeros of the Riemann zeta function come in complex conjugate pairs with ±t n , they behave more like a wavenumber than energy spectrum [used in the analogy with (3)]. We therefore now treat t n as wavenumbers k, especially since the trace formula for quantum graphs involves k directly. This does not affect the analogy since the k, as square roots of positive real energies, correspond to a Hermitian operator.
Quantum graphs.-The density of states for a quantum graph has a mean partd(k) = L tot /π given by the total length L tot of the bonds, counting directed bonds with a factor of 1/2. This is independent of k, unlike for the Riemann zeta zeros in (1), but the oscillating part of the density of states [19] reduces to One can then construct a quantum graph with periodic orbits of length ln(p) by simply setting the lengths of the bonds to the same value, but this gives two problems: (a) If orbits of length ln(p) and ln(q) connect at the same vertex, we can have an orbit of length ln(pq) which is a composite number. (b) If an orbit corresponding to a prime p has a negative prefactor A γ < 0, its repetitions have prefactors A m γ giving the even repetitions the wrong sign.
To avoid problem (a), we can simply only connect orbits whose lengths only involve the same prime p. In particular we can consider butterfly graphs made up of two identically long directed bonds which meet at a single vertex. The inset of Fig. 2 shows such a butterfly graph.
Along its directed bonds the wavefunction admits the solutions ϕ 1 (x 1 ) = c 1 e ikx1 and ϕ 2 (x 2 ) = c 2 e ikx2 , where x i are the coordinates along the bonds starting at the vertex and following the direction of the bond. At the vertex, the wavefunction has to fulfill boundary conditions
defined by a scattering matrix S, where L is the length of each bond. Each element σ ji is the scattering amplitude for an incoming wave on bond e i to an outgoing wave on bond e j . In order to preserve total probability current during the scattering process, S needs to be unitary which makes the Hamiltonian self-adjoint [since condition (5) also implies that the first derivatives of the ϕ j are connected by S].
The scattering matrix can therefore be written as where U is a unitary matrix and e iθj are the eigenvalues of S. For a given butterfly graph with scattering matrix S and bond length L, the wavenumbers k which admit wavefunctions on the graph satisfy det(1 − e ikL S) = 0. In terms of the eigenvalues e iθj of S, this simply means k = (2πz − θ j )/L for all integer z so we have a periodic pair of solutions, corresponding to the mean density L/π. To plot the corresponding spectra of the graphs derived later we subtract the mean part and smooth them with some width . Terms with L 2π can then be excluded from the calculation.
If Tr S is real we have the further simplification that θ 1 = −θ 2 (or θ 1 = θ 2 +π for vanishing Tr S) and a usefully simple form of the trace formula for butterfly graphs
Quantum graphs and the sign problem.-The bigger problem is the sign problem of creating orbits with the correct Maslov phase. To overcome this problem we can view the contribution of each prime p as coming from an (infinite) family of graphs that together give the required phase rather than being the result of a single orbit. We now turn to constructing such a set of graphs.
We start by trying to obtain the contribution to the trace formula (2) for a single prime, say p = 2 and we aim to build a graph that mimics the corresponding term:
Comparing the m = 1 term to that of (7), a butterfly graph with length L = ln(2) and scattering matrix with Tr S = −1/ √ 2 would directly give agreement. Labeling the scattering matrix by the subscripts (p, m) for consistency later, we can simply set it to be
though a more general form exists. This butterfly graph then gives a contribution involving Tr S 2 2,1 = −3/2 when m = 2 in (7). This is composed of 1/8 from each second repetition of the bonds of length ln(2) and −7/4 from the orbit that covers them both (with twice the primitive length). However, (8) suggests we want a contribution of −1/2 instead. We can then add a second uncoupled butterfly graph with its own trace formula (7) with two bonds of length L = ln(4) and a scattering matrix of
or any unitary matrix with Tr S 2,2 = 1/2. As ln(4) = 2 ln(2), this effectively gives an additional +1 to the −3/2 contribution from the second power of (9) and therefore the required value. For m = 3 and the orbits of length ln (8), we obtain a contribution of 5 √ 2/4 from Tr S 3 2,1 while we would want − √ 2/4. If we add a further uncoupled butterfly graph with two bonds of length ln (8) and with the same vertex scattering matrix as in (9) they would add an additional −3/ √ 2 to give the required contribution of m = 3 in (8). It looks like we could continue this process and define for each prime p a set of independent butterfly graphs (p, m) each with two bonds of equal length m ln(p) for all m ∈ N + . Each pair of bonds is coupled by unitary 2 × 2 scattering matrices S p,m with diagonal entries defined so that the whole set conspires to give the sum in (8) .
The relations that the butterfly graphs need to satisfy are
involving a sum over divisors of m so that each matrix could be obtained recursively:
A problem arises however because the sum of divisors of m (divided by m) is unbounded since lim sup
where γ e is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Thus the trace of S p,m might need to be larger than 2 in absolute value. For example this happens for m = 24 for the primes 3 and 5 (among others) allowing no solution of (12) . However, we may simply add additional identical copies of the graphs with that length to share the trace between them and find a solution.
Since the traces of all S p,m need to be real [as indicated by (12)], we can replace S p,m by some unitary matrices U and real angles ±θ p,m as in (6) (in case of vanishing Tr S we are free to choose θ = ±π/2 among others). The spectra of the graphs only depend on the θ p,m and not on the specific choice of the U so we work with the angles directly. The following prescription then defines the eigenvalues of the whole graph including l p,m copies of the butterfly graph (p, m) recursively:
where cos(θ p,m ) = T p,m /l p,m , l p,m = |T p,m | , and · denotes the ceiling function. Numerically, in the range of m and p we explored, the occurrence of pairs (p, m) requiring l copies decays strongly with l. A value of l = 3 is already very rare [the first occurrence was at (p, m) = (3, 1710)]. With a fixed cutoff m < M and p < P it is of course always possible to find solutions of (14) in that range. This prescription then gives an identical oscillating part of the density of states as (2) up to the cutoff, and differences thereafter. Figure 2 shows the fluctuating part of the spectrum of a truncated set of butterfly graphs constructed in this manner which can be compared to Fig. 1 involving the primes. The difference in the damped high frequency oscillations is due to the truncation and would vanish when sending the cutoff to infinity. None of the partial graphs (p, m) used for Fig. 2 needed copies to be taken into account. Although in principle the l p,m could be unbounded, this only adds additional graphs to an already infinitely large set. Nevertheless, to obtain better control over the numbers of copies we could also construct a different set of butterfly graphs by setting l p,m = m. An alternative approach only uses bonds of length ln(p) for each p. They are detailed in the Appendix.
Quantum graphs and the Riemann zeros.-We then have several constructions for each prime whereby infinite sets of graphs (with two bonds each) together match the oscillating contribution to the density of states that the prime contributes for the zeros of the Riemann zeta function. Combining the sets for all primes then leads to a swarm of butterfly graphs which (like the primes) pick out the Riemann zeros.
The constructions offer an explanation for the puzzling properties that a Riemann quantum chaotic system should possess -namely that the orbits should have lengths ln(p) for primes p and their repetitions should all have a Maslov phase of π. The quantum graphs show that the Maslov phase of π can actually derive from different orbits of the same length working together.
The possibility of the phase deriving from many orbits has previously been hypothesized in [20] . There Andreev reflection automatically provides the dominant periodic orbits and their odd repetitions with a Maslov phase of π while the even repetitions would have a phase of 0 and the opposite sign. However, it was noted that including orbits of length 2 l ln(p) for all l ∈ N could in principle compensate for the even repetitions. An alternative explanation for the overall minus sign in (2) is that the zeros correspond to an absorption spectrum [21] although this removes the necessity for the t n to be real.
Each butterfly graph has a simple periodic pair of wavenumbers unconnected to the Riemann zeros. Combining a set of uncoupled butterfly graphs provides a composite object whose spectra is a superposition of the individual periodic spectra and whose wavefunctions are localized on the corresponding butterfly. The mean part of the swarm diverges (although it can be subtracted in a controlled way) and the spectra of their wavenumbers become infinitely dense. Nonetheless correlations between these spectra mean the butterflies conspire to beat their wings together constructively at the Riemann zeros.
Along with the divergence of the mean density of states, a further problem is simply that the Weyl asymptotics for quantum graphsd(k) = L tot /π is independent of k, unlike for the Riemann zeta zeros in (1) . The H = xp operator, and its 'square', have also been considered on finite quantum graphs [22] , with the result that the mean part of the density of states likewise cannot possibly match (1) . Intriguingly however, infinite quantum graphs can be constructed with a logarithmic k-dependence like (1) by adding bonds of decreasing length [23] .
Here, for simplicity of the constructions, we only focused on separated graphs with bond lengths given by the primes ln(p). The fact that we constructed several different systems which match (2) suggests that there are many more ways to achieve this. For example, connected orbits of other lengths could also exist as long as their contribution cancels in the end. In particular to avoid the infinite families of graphs and to reduce the divergence in the total bond length, one could imagine connecting the graphs and reusing the bonds so they contribute to many different periodic orbits.
A simple starting point could be to connect directed bonds of length ln n+1 n for n ∈ N + at a single vertex (essentially a star graph). This automatically gives infinitely many orbits of each length ln(p) by following all the bonds between n and np − 1; along with many other lengths which of course would need to cancel. Such bond lengths are similar to those which arise from considering the full smooth part of the Riemann zeros [24] . With an identity scattering matrix at the vertex, the system would also be almost identical to the uncoupled one in [23] rescaled to provide the leading term in (1) .
Returning to the butterfly graphs considered here, without the same mean part, the resulting composite spectra cannot prove the reality of t n , but instead we propose that targeting the oscillating part of the density of states while trying to reduce the mean part could offer a possible route to finding a quantum system that exactly mimics the Riemann zeros.
Appendix A: The density of Riemann zeta zeros in the complex plane
Taking the logarithmic derivative ζ (z)/ζ(z) of the Riemann zeta function transforms its zeros into single poles in the complex plane. Therefore its real part evaluated at the critical line, z = 1/2+it−τ in the limit τ → 0 − , gives Dirac-delta peaks at all the non-trivial zeros, assuming they indeed lie on the critical line z = 1/2 + it. The divergent expression (2) of the article for the oscillating part of the density of the Riemann zeros corresponds to Re[(ζ /ζ)(1/2+it)]/π using the Euler product representation of ζ and ignoring the fact that this only converges for Re z > 1. Smoothing expression (2) of the article with a Gaussian finally makes it convergent and transforms the delta peaks into Gaussian peaks of finite width.
In order to visualize the density of Riemann zeros in the complex plane we define
on the half plane τ ≤ 0 to the right of the critical line, which equals (ζ /ζ)(1/2 + it − τ )/π using the divergent series expansion of ζ(z).
To achieve convergence for τ ∈ [−1/2, 0], we smooth it parallel to the critical line by convolving it with a Gaussian with respect to t. For the left side τ > 0 of the critical line we apply the reflection property of the ζ-function
on ζ /ζ = (ln ζ) to define
which relates it back to the density evaluated at τ < 0 using (15) .d C is defined as
where ψ(z) denotes the digamma function [for τ = 0, it corresponds to the smooth part (1) of the article]. Figure 3 shows the absolute value of d osc C (t + iτ ) with a truncation to 10000 primes and a smoothing width of 0.3, whereas Fig. 4 shows the real part of the same object. The pole-like peaks at the non-trivial Riemann zeta zeros can easily be identified. ciently. One can estimate . Thus for all m ≥ 4 the RHS of (19) is smaller than 1 in absolute value. The cases m = 1, 2, 3 can be easily checked by direct calculation of the sum of squares of divisors. They give sufficient bounds for (19) for the worst case p = 2 and hence for all primes p. Therefore, the recursion (19) has solutions for all (p, m). Figure 5 shows the fluctuating part of the exact spectrum of a truncated set of butterfly graphs with linearly growing number of copies l p,m = m. The enhancement of the small damped high frequency oscillations in comparison to the butterfly graphs without linear growth in Fig. 2 of the article is a direct consequence of the increased weight of butterflies with longer bonds. for each m. Solving for ψ p is just taking the Fourier series so
exactly mimicking (21) . With R pairs of θ solutions, the overall density should be ψ p (θ) + R/π and we want discrete solutions that best approximate this density. Dividing the overall density between θ = −π and θ = π into 2R bars of equal (unit) area, we could expect to find a solution inside each bar and we approximate by placing it at the center of mass. Equivalently we are dividing the cumulative function evenly. From the symmetry, we only need to look at the solutions between 0 and π which should then satisfy 
Since the argument of the logarithm in (28) always lies in the right half plane of C, we can write πr − π 2 = Rθ p,r + arctan sin θ p,r cos θ p,r − √ p , 
with −1/2 < ∆ p,r < 1/2, where we defined the shift from equally spaced angles as ∆ p,r = Rθ p,r π − r + 1 2 .
Examples.-For R = 30 we plot the shifts (31) for p = 2 for both the exact solutions of the 30 equations in (24) as well as the approximate solutions from (29) or (30) in Fig. 6 . At the level of the accuracy visible in the graph, these shifts are essentially identical.
Taking a larger number of approximate solutions by setting R = 100 we place a Gaussian smoothed delta function (of width = π/10) on each of the ±θ 2,r and their periodic repetitions and subtract the mean part 100/π. Plotting the result as the solid line in Fig. 7 we can compare to the (equally smoothed) p = 2 term of (21) . In terms of angles θ = k ln(2) this is just the convolution of ψ 2 (θ) with the same Gaussian and we overlay this result as a dotted line in Fig. 7 . Again the lines are indistinguishable in the graph.
Even a small set of graphs is enough to be able to pick out the zeros of the Riemann zeta function. Setting R = 10 for example, we plot in Fig. 8 the smoothed oscillating part d osc (k) of a complete set of butterfly graphs with equal bond lengths ln(p) for primes up to 181. The spectrum corresponds to the approximate solutions using (30).
